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I 
aim in this essay to give an observant Christian economist�s account 
of globalization�s common�but not uniform, nor universal�good 

those from other disciplines, and importantly ethicists, philosophers, and 

and complete my reasoning on the important nexus of globalization and 

 Most varieties of economic globalization serve the common good, 

concerns, the most striking of which is the way economic globalization 

particular communities whose �goods� globalization serves well have 

that economic globalization serves the common good should vary greatly 

 To be concrete, the good that economic globalization encourages

from each other, then assemble into outputs, including the input called 
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innovation; 

and may therefore require insurance and other redistributive institutions 

1 Preliminaries
 In my essay, I will emphasize

a clear conception of economic

with integral attention to political, institutional, and ideological support 
for what I will call the �open market system,� and
the multiplicity of conceptions of, and horizons for, the common good�
because doing so highlights the inevitable tradeoff between openness 
and family preference (for �our� family), which are both

I will be taking the market system, characterized below, as a given, and 

I will devote considerable space to the obvious question being begged, 
�better for whom?��for which communities? I will work with a primitive, 
economistic notion of the �good,� and will use asides to propose that 

Economic Globalization as an Open Market System 
 The market system, as I conceive it descriptively, is not

�market system� is a distinctive mix of competition and cooperation, a 
complex, vertical, and social network of purchases and sales, contracts and 

mutual insurance companies, credit unions, labor unions, and agricultural 
1 This past year�s Nobel Prizes in economics went 

to two scholars (one a political scientist) who pioneered exactly this social 

 The quality of the social network�s competition and cooperation 
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determines the material standard of living of its workers (and its growth 

 A government�s economic regulations can contribute (or not) to the 

and maintains clear property rights and the rule of law, including rights 

ideally maintains the sanctity of contracts (every contract is a voluntary 

agreement to be assured by judicially enforceable provisions), and 

 The preceding paragraph contains the reasons why the market system 

must ideally rest on and feature a fundamental role for government and 

interacting with and within political societies, and is embedded in social 

This is the way the world truly is

its integrity and justice as well as its �quality,� I wish I could cite detailed, 

2

 In this conception of the market system, pure �globalization�

handed openness

 There is widespread ignorance that neither free trade nor free investment 

do require that exactly the same government regulations apply in our 

 In brief, economic globalization is about markets being open to 

Globalization is not

 It should then be obvious why indiscriminate openness is not necessarily 

Richardson
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Our Many Conceptions of Common Good 

 There is less consensus on a suitable conception of �common good� 
3 There are obviously different 

normative conceptions of fundamental �good.� My paper will rest on 

to human capability and creativity are my primitive �good,� as I will 

 4

conception of �common� that is most useful for this essay is based on 

social groupings, because globalization is properly conceived as �our� 

pronoun �we� could then signify one�s blood family, extended family, 

common good would, of course, be captured by everything from �good for 

our marriage� right down (up?) to �good for the animate earth�s ecological 

has contended within itself for centuries over the meaning and scope of 

international institutions concern what is good for an �us� much larger 

conception, fellow citizens are a type of family, and border discrimination 
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openness to all foreigners would seem to be at best a profoundly mixed 

blessing! Family ties, community ties, patriotism, and distinctive citizen 

from not

children and buy more promising substitutes! No serious commentator 

is modulated in Galatians 6:10 by �especially to those who belong to the 

2 The Nexus of Economic Globalization and �the� Global Common 

Good

swaraj

 Second�and less obvious (and distinctly less neutral)�recent research 

shows that economic globalization has profoundly different effects even 

within

Globalization almost always enlarges the opportunities of the most capable 

in a group and contracts the opportunities of those who seem comparable, 

age, activity, and national origin, economic globalization raises the market 

shares of those that are most productive by luck or management wisdom, 

globalization�s acknowledged effect on volatility and anxiety, as discussed 

 The dark implication of this second point is that no matter how precisely 

to propel some of us up and some down within the same �we�! How then, 

can it possibly be serving �our� common good?

 The answer to that question lies in a third conclusion from recent 

Richardson
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average, 

to growing human capability and creativity and to institutional �best 

practice� around the globalizing world, then it might be serving the various 

�common goods� anyway despite distributional dispersion,5 division, and 

freely to trade inputs, personnel, innovations, and superior management 

practices with each other, thereby boosting their productivity�both its 

 Almost as important are the opportunities that global openness gives for 
6

7

The Correlation Between Globalization, Human Capability, and 

Institutional Improvement

 The evidence that globalization has facilitated a growing global average 

distilling the essence of an ongoing deliberation among students of 

 The chart depicts annual growth in the average person�s command 

and an ongoing two thirds of a century of modern diffusion of that 

  �Industrialization� is the misleading term that is most often used to 

history as tracing the advent and diffusion of the �market system,� as I 
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to an additional sixty percent or so of the world�s population, expanding 

its market and institutional boundaries well beyond national borders, and 

shedding the coercive imperial/colonial institutions that encouraged trade 
 8

[Figure 1 here]

the three capture the essence of the way that modern economic and 

institutional globalization has provided the foundation for growing global 

The world�s living standards were stagnant for most of the second 

percent per year per person began in the early 1800s, and accelerated in 

Richardson
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border trade (exports) rose from less than one percent of world GDP 

The countries whose prosperity grew fastest (each era�s �growth 

increasing

populous, representing well over half (sixty percent) of the modern 

world�s population, and became generally more dependent across 

borders for imports of inputs and foreign investment and for exports 

surging difference

ideas, innovation, inputs, institutions, and markets, the duration of each 

An Interpretation

globalization really cause any of these remarkable trends? Researchers 

10 Yet almost no 

researcher denies globalization any contribution at all, especially when 

openness is broadly conceived as an underlying (necessary) condition for 

innovations and organizational/institutional design to be diffused quickly 

across borders 

 Moreover, as I have argued above, markets are best conceived as 

methods (�trade secrets�), and enshrining exclusive rights to represent 

any technological 

 A second controversy stems from my account being global, but hardly 
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Granted that, on average, over the past two generations, countries that 

have consciously deepened their globalization have seen poverty rates 

often decline, such as the income ratio of the poorest to the richest ten 

�emerging� (globalizing) economies and others with very low development 
11 

leading naturally to the question, �how common is this alleged common 

good?12

convergence is complete, what then is the case for globalization serving 

the common good? To be more pointed, how in this account does 

globalization serve the common good of citizens in already rich countries? 

A Deeper Account

 What are the deeper arguments that support my account? A deeper 

defense of economic globalization springs from my conception of the 

market system, and rests on three foundations, summarized by the words 

to regulatory mediation�free entry, information diffusion, and scale 

economies, all desirable features of the market system and all catalysts for 

Entry

idea of free entry for aspiring producers (always subject to a country�s 

rendered as �no unnatural barriers� to entry, recognizing that most 

predation on newcomers,13 14 

Richardson
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services, generated by productive producers with strong inside management 

themselves globalized in their supply chains and distribution systems so 

Diffusion.

�West� and its satellite colonies; it subsequently united the American 

colonies and the European Union into �single� markets; and it created 

a government agency, including its innovation, its labor relations, and its 

 There are, however, two defensible arguments against diffusion�and 

15 The second is to maintain incentives that reward 

legally allow varieties of �fair use,� and even reverse engineering of close 

substitutes) and to free entry (unless entry to the product market or to the 

 Both arguments against diffusion are controversial in practice, because 

intellectual property, claims that are of course met with heated disagreement 

no clear conclusion yet, my judgment is that the contentions have been 

resolved in real life by institutions that place too little weight, ethically 
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Scale. Globalization creates markets and institutions of a large size that 

is often necessary for goods and services to charge buyers prices that are 

not cover costs have an equilibrium volume of zero�that is, they are 

missing markets; they are phantoms; they are never seen in reality; they 

 Merely national markets are often inadequately large to cover costs, 

markets without globalization,16 and large nations only gain more when 

Productive experience (�savvy�) itself usually gains from scale, experience 

customized input markets, including research and development, and in 

convert inputs into outputs using workers, machines, components, and 

expert workers, of machines that are calibrated and customized to run 

on unpredictable energy systems, of components that survive storage in 

Globalized scale economies avoid what Adam Smith referred to at the 

very advent of the Industrial Revolution as the regretful way that labor�s 

 But Adam Smith never foresaw the scope of his scale: the way scale 

17 

then rely on globally common information about global suppliers of 

 The global common good itself grows when entry, diffusion, and scale 

Richardson
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 I want to draw my readers� attention also to what is not Not part 

globalization expands markets at the expense of government activity, 

�usual� incumbent producers, aging and encrusted, are almost always the 

rabid institutional enemies of entry and diffusion, which inevitably cause 

 I despair when critics of globalization�who could be constructively 

ethical criteria, or experimentation in institutional frameworks for 

instead 

to do with the real issues and institutions of real economic globalization!

and concerns abound, especially when we probe in more detail below 

concern strikes me as fertile ground for collaboration between economists, 

Complexity/Concern #1: Offshore Outsourcing and the �Global 

Business Model

inputs. That is why what is 

called offshore outsourcing

have discovered that they can improve the quality and lower the cost 

its conglomerate family) through outsourcing; globalization allows the 
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as easily gain as lose, likewise host communities, as when, for example, 

hospitals abroad buy American medical equipment and professional 

not American or French 
18 Or, in a more sinister 

not 

at all obvious how that cohesive corporate cosmopolitanism advances 

to express the corresponding concern is that corporate insiders, including 

Complexity/Concern #2: Worker Migration and Global Services 

Trade.

The part of it that is more narrowly economic, however, is temporary 

 Most commentators believe that the next frontier of modern economic 

trade also, for the past decade, has involved an explicit bargain between 

rich, emerging, and poor members of the World Trade Organization to 

workers as the fourth �mode� of trading services

percent of the world�s population, those left out of the modern wave of 

globalization, it is necessary for rich and emerging countries to make 

If no such concessions materialize, globalization of services will stagnate 

Richardson
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�guest workers,� however defensible using vague norms that we citizens 

condemn the world�s poorest twenty percent (Collier, 2007 calls them the 

Complexity/Concern #3: Volatility and Insurance

moral hazard20

NFP mutual associations, and charities are absolutely necessary for coping 

reinsuring the insurers�but governments and NFPs are also some of the 

most notoriously wasteful, ineffective, and corrupt providers of insurance 

such as health, pension, and life insurance, are hardly globalized at all (they 

innovation, and without progress in spreading insurance services among 

innovative, widely available, and wisely regulated types of insurance can 

that absent such globalized personal insurance, the good that globalization 

stimulates for human and institutional capability will be outweighed by 

Complexity/Concern #4: Democratic Legitimization of Economic 

Globalization, and the Death of Political Support when the Median 

is the Margin.

in a typical, democratic population with only modest overall economic 

The typical citizen (median voter) in this typical democracy is as likely 
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like me��only if they are lucky 

at the expense of me! Indeed why should its voters 

typical country, for good democratic reasons, may not continue to endorse 

illegitimate! 

 Except in our chart�s growth champions, this legitimization concern 

because it rests on material persuasion of one�s fellow voters; it does not 

because it refuses to let globalization proceed unless democratic voters 

for elitist, autocratic states to embrace globalization, and its economic 

could in principle encourage a world where democracy was unsupported 

global democracy in that way may not be nearly as attractive in terms of 

Complexity/Concern #5: Global Institutional Reform

both global and regional, are at present sorry mediators of common 

Admittedly, for three generations they have �worked� remarkably well, 

nations, then a key concern is that the market system, so important in 

my account, does not exist across borders, because the undergirding 

Richardson
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institutions for other conceptions of the common good (The UN for 

security against aggression? Interpol for crime? The International Labor 

Organization for human rights in the workplace?), then one can only use 

the word �anarchy� to describe the nexus among the various common 

groups into a larger conception of the good that they hold in common 

European Union provide models, institutions to embrace and to avoid? 

rich institutional questions, better answered by students of history, law, 

3 Has Its Goodness Changed? For Whom? And What About Those 

�Bads?�

 Even patient sympathizers with my sweeping apologia (however 

conditioned) may be asking more pressing, more immediate questions at 

the mix of goods and �bads� changed? Has not there been change in the 

Change.

I will argue below that the past generation has experienced truly astounding 

its endemic volatility and market shortcomings (even in the presence of 

services, would have been a way to expand globalization�s common good 

Incidence. 21

The greatest good is delivered to countries that initially trail the world�s 

integration, both in intensity and type (trade and productive investment 
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the leaders, or to countries that have already reached openness plateaus of 

 In brief, it is the momentum of globalization that matters for growth, 

and those that have already grown into leaders gain only the incremental 

ideas, innovations, and institutional reforms that the world generates every 

to countries catching up, able to import an accumulated stock of ideas, 

mean concretely that �emerging economies� today are getting more (good) 

22 They should not 

But of course they (we) are! And perceptions of relative prosperity affect 

twenty percent of the world�s population (see above, and Collier, 2007), 

are hardly growing at all, and falling further behind both the rich and 

indicators of their globalization are, curiously, not demonstrably smaller 

Philippines or South Africa, the type of globalization most promising 

oriented, corruption and failures in internal governance and institutional 

development has left most of the population insulated from globalization�s 

�Bads.� It is surprising how few commentators give weight to the ways 

held global norms identify certain goods as �bads,� most persuasively 

23

border prostitution and indentured slavery, usually victimizing the young 

Richardson
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for ransom), and globalized trade in stolen motor vehicles, art, personal 

 The same natural and policy trends that have globalized goods markets 

institutions,� the global gangs and criminal syndicates that mediate them 

corruption24

 Yet careful research on the globalization of such bads comes so far to a 

title of one of the best and broadest studies, global trade in bads seems to 

sum of illicit trade in art, arms, and coerced human services is twenty 
25 Far from �a few bad apples spoiling the bunch,� the mix 

between global good and global bads in global trade is not that different 

the growth of globalized government institutions that discipline the trade 

 But it is not clear we should be so sanguine about other

Volatility and crisis are facilitated by global communications that spread 

that enable lucrative bets to be placed on failure, whatever their insurance 

very

example of the need for governments to agree across borders on global 

regulatory forums to police and undergird this important part of the market 
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system, all aimed at minimizing volatility and the frequency, intensity, and 

in the Basel Committee process, now in the third phase of a long quest 

Standards Board to be a nascent provider of global prudential regulation 

26

practices globally, 

these bad practices are familiar shortcomings of markets with asymmetric 

information (familiar from the pioneering work of several recent Nobel 

to ask, rhetorically, why anyone with good sense should welcome fraud, 

predation, and discrimination on a global scale!

4 Summing Up

 So, has globalization really served the common good historically? And 

even if the answer is yes for many countries and social groups, has its good 

diminished or become adulterated? Worse, has it begun to go bad? All 

 I argue above that economic globalization�widespread, non-

discriminatory, systemic market openness at national borders 

does indeed raise the average prosperity of people, societies, and their 

whose average institutional productivity is greatly enhanced by global 

Yet globalization has done this good more predictably in the �emerging� 

world over the past several generations than among the twentieth 

percent of the world�s population�until negotiated openness to trade 

in temporary worker services allow services markets more generally to 

Richardson
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Furthermore, globalization�s tendency to diffuse its gains unequally and 

sometimes unpredictably within

has yet to be adequately recognized, and yet to be met with adequate 

Finally, economic globalization�s unfortunate facilitation of global 

But I remind readers that at various places in this essay I have invited them  ! " ! # $ % &' (
 In my term �service� I am including services to members of cred

driven, each of which chooses sensibly, subject to constraints, is 

the core concern of economics�even households are a sort of 

not

als pursuing consumerist maximization, however much that cari

Critics who attack homo economicus for the straw man he truly is ) (
 Among the most thoughtful and constructive treatments, in my 

opinion, are Stackhouse (2007) and Dunning (2003), especially * (
 Paul Oslington made me aware of the rich elaboration of the term 

�common good� in Roman Catholic social teaching, seen espe

not using the term in that way, and am consciously avoiding any 

precise conception of the �good,� in order to focus on the many 

and theologians together need to work more carefully on modern, + (
 I will be more precise below about whether I am thinking about 

average human capability and creativity or its distribution, and 

whether I am thinking about humans as individuals or in groups, 
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These issues are one of the most important illustrations, in my 

opinion, of where theologians and other broad scholars could help  !
reto optimality (�it is good only if no one is made worse off�) or " !

 I believe that this is the dominating effect of globalization on insti

tutions, with the important exception, discussed at the end of the 

strictive regulations across countries�are dominated by �races to # !
 I believe that my account could be expanded for education and 

recommended an even broader measure of human capability and 

clear that economic globalization would advance each and every $ !
 Population shares are rough era averages from Maddison (2001, 

spected research that ascribes the modern era�s gains of emerging 

polemic literature on the role of nineteenth 

Richardson
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colonial imperialism in generating gains from globalization for  !" # !
 The debate is bracketed and well summarized in the combination 

of Rodrik (2007) and Commission on Growth and Development " " !" $ !
that as �divergence, big time!� On the unique problems of the " % !

 My point here is similar to one made eloquently and extendedly in 

Baumol, Litan, and Schram (2007), who in essence link new entry 

to diffusion in a �blend� of what they call entrepreneurial capital" & !
 Everyone accepts border barriers to maintain national security; 

some extend such arguments to include food security, vaccine se

curity, cultural security, and the security of government revenues " ' !" ( !
country remains �stuck� without globalization in an �inferior equi

cases, opening to global trade may �rescue� a country from its 

macroeconomic traps in a much longer empirical, microeconomic " ) !
 With due allowance for the extra volatility risks that specialization " * !
ple, is quite explicit that he wants his employees� citizenship and 

corporate

See �Globalization�s offspring� (2007), and �Hungry tiger, danc
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 Adverse selection and moral hazard are unavoidable consequenc

others stay away because of the resulting high cost and low quality 

paid for hedging�to relax their natural tendency (moral respon

sibility) to avoid risk (�I am already covered�), thereby making #  "
 Economists use the word incidence to describe the exercise of # # "
ized recently by the late Paul Samuelson (2004), a Nobel laureate 

producing the goods and services that rich countries have tradi

tionally exported, the downward pressure on their global prices 

pirical evidence that this has happened in the past two (or more) 

bility of negative global spillovers (externalities) from growth in 

today�s emerging economies that might undermine prosperity in 

rich countries, most likely in the accentuation of global warming # % "# & "
 Corruption, theft, and debilitating drugs all sap institutional and 

human productivity, the prime channel through which globaliza

atory transfers generate no output (their true productivity is zero), 

Richardson
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and can sap the growth as well as the level of productivity, when 

their activities bleed away the rewards to producers and owners of  ! " # "
 It is not well understood that international prudential regulation of 

never among the mandated constitutional functions 

Alan Greenspan and the early Basel Committee participants, were 

shocked (shocked!) that it was not self policing! 
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